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Abstract: The focus of this paper is the scalable modelling and database representation of
cybersecurity postures as part of a framework for modelling of security artefacts. A cybersecurity
posture describes the current state of protection of a system. During the lifecycle phases of a power
plant or manufacturing facility this includes the semi-formal database representation of all components
and subsystems of automation equipment, the controlled aggregates, the related sensors and the
applied security controls. The type of database choice is discussed based on the need to serve as web
backend server and scalable multi-user use. The frontend part of a comprehensive security artefacts
modelling framework is not in the focus of this paper.

One focus will be on the modelling related to network security artefacts as supporting assets. This will
include all network devices and network endpoints with segregations between networks by physically
unidirectional security gateways and firewalls. The primary assets (that are controlled or moni-
tored) will be selected and can include pumps, pressurizers, valves, motors, circuit breakers and similar.

The important part of the modelling is to be able to represent the potential attack vectors
via supporting assets up to the primary assets that may potentially be destroyed or degraded by an
attack. An important aspect of the data modeling is the security grading, as present in industrial
environments, but not covered by the common IT security standards (like ISO/IEC 2700x).
The current state of the art of tools and frameworks that cover a part of the intended data modelling
will be outlined. The backend of a document based (e.g. MongoDB) database for modelling the
relations will be presented in more detail. The backend semi-formal representation takes into account
the semi-formal approach of structuring of the supporting assets, structuring of primary assets, linking
between assets and association of Application Security Controls in the sense of ISO/IEC 270«»-5
and ISO/IEC 270«»-5-1 (for XML/JSON representation) to supporting assets.[IS17] [IS18] A web
framework will be used to interact with the backend data representation. Approaches to compare
different revisions of a security posture will be outlined. This will help in planning and regularly
monitoring the progress of a security posture, e.g. with regard to security audit preparations.
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1 Introduction

The industrial internet of things (IIoT) refers to interconnected primary assets such as

sensors, pumps, pressurizers, valves, motors, circuit breakers and similar devices connected

together through network in industrial applications. Usually represented as layered modular

architecture it is becoming a very important part of present-day industry.

Given that perspective, one of the goals of this paper is modelling related to net-

work security artefacts. Data modeling approach is used to model data in a consistent

and predictable manner in order to make it easily manageable. The use of data modeling

standards is highly recommended for all projects requiring a standard means of defining and

analyzing data. The key aspect in case of data modelling in this paper will be to emphasize

the importance of data modelling for representation of various methods of compromising

and e.g. potentially achieving unauthorized network access to launch a cyber attack. Those

attack vectors are malicious and have the purpose of damaging primary assets which are

necessary for the safe and undisturbed functionality of the system.

The result of this data modeling will be a semi-formal representation. The semi-

formal approach of structuring the primary and supporting assets (network resources) and

linking between them will be used considering association of Application Security Controls

in the sense of ISO/IEC 270«»-5 and ISO/IEC 270«»-5-1 (for XML/JSON representation)

to supporting assets. [IS17] [IS18]

The goal of the semi-formal representation is to provide an overview of the data

items, relationships between them and existing constraints without revealing too many

implementation details.

In this paper the importance and different ways of the scalable backend representa-

tion of cybersecurity particular approaches will also be discussed. Manufacturing facilities

(e.g. power plants) will be used as an example to describe the influence and utter importance

of choosing the right technologies for scalable database management system in multi-user

co-development. Choosing the right technology is especially important for database, because

it serves as web backend server. The choice of the database management system directly

influences the ability to provide a scalable multi-user access, which will be discussed later

on.
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2 Purpose and Scope

Cybersecurity threats are an important part of the industrial automation and control systems,

including nuclear I&C. Given the fact that requirements on safety regarding I&C apply

there, consideration of cybersecurity threats are seen as important.

IIoT systems nowadays consist for the most part of digital systems including net-

works that are interconnected. Having that in mind security controls for the use cases of

prevention, detection and correction play an important role in protection of digital systems

from external and internal threats.

Purpose of this paper is to apply a semi-formal approach in structuring of the sup-

porting assets, primary assets and linking between assets and association of Application

Security Controls. [Co20]

A schematic approach which represents above mentioned assets and is showed be-

low in Fig. 1. (tree structure example, physical protectionȷ top level)

Fig. 1ȷ Interconnection and structuring of assets representation
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Fig. 2ȷ Interaction among primary assets, supporting assets and security controls

In the schema above it is made clear that all assets and security controls are leaning on

each other to at least some extent. Those relationships are exemplary shown in the schema.

Understanding the interaction among them is also an important part to comprehensive

modelling at the right level of detail. Some of the security controls and their relationships to

primary and supporting assets are shown above, but there are several categories of security

controls that we differentiate, such asȷ categories – objectives - security controls - security

sub-controls.

An example of described categorization is presented in the schemaȷ Communications

security - Network security management - Network controls - a) Responsibilities and

procedures for the management of networking equipment.

Without modelled Security Controls assets can be seen as obvious risks. Therefore it is of

utmost importance to structure Primary and Supporting assets so that a Target Security

Degree can be assigned to Primary assets and after that Security Control can be modelled.
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3 Related Research and Technology Comparison

This chapter is supposed to give us a better understanding of technologies selected in order

to prototypically implement the above mentioned modeling. The necessity of choosing the

right technologies plays an important role when it comes to cybersecurity. Sometimes called

a “solutions stack,” a tech stack typically consists of programming languages, frameworks,

a database, front-end tools, back-end tools, and applications connected via APIs. All of the

above mentioned will be briefly explained and brought to comparison.[Ab] [Ty]

For the backend part we propose the use of Node.js with Express and MongoDB

as a database. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that makes it

lightweight and efficient, well-suited for data-intensive real-time applications that run across

distributed devices.

Noteȷ In an subsequent prototype Node.js may be replaced by Deno, which is was

conceived by the same developers and Node.js, however with cybersecurity in mind from

the very beginning. [No] [Mo]

Fig. «ȷ Comparison among Node.js, Typescript and MongoDB
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In order to better demonstrate the described importance of modelling it was decided to

incorporate the functional API with the frontend. The frontend part of application uses

Vue « as a JavaScript framework for building user interfaces. It builds on top of standard

HTML, CSS and JavaScript. There are many alternatives to Vue like React and Angular.

But since the focus of this topic is on modeling and semi-formal representation with need

for scalability, all the above mentioned technologies for frontend are also possible alternatives.

An important part of the frontend role is interactivity with users so that the mod-

elling part is easier to understand and visualize. The technology in mind to realize that

would be a Vue « based component library called Element Plus, specifically speaking, e.g.

the tree widget component from Element Plus component library together with further

widgets for structuring, navigation and interaction. [In] [De]

As mentioned in the introduction simultaneous access by multiple users was designed and

implemented on backend side. JsonWebToken in conjunction with other principles was

used to provide safe Authorization and Authentication of Users.

To get an overview of the project idea and how all above mentioned technologies

work together to provide such functionalities, there is a schema of functional API which is

integrated with a frontend provided

Fig. »ȷ API - schematic representation shows the relationships among above discussed technologies
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4 Key characteristics of the scalable cybersecurity modelling

As a key characteristics the following could be denotedȷ

• Scalability

• Multiple Cybersecurity specialist can simultaneously edit parts of the same model

• Baseline for the definition of attack scenarios

• Baseline for performing risk assessments

• Baseline for evaluating the current security posture

Scalability is an important factor for a framework whenever there is a chance of software

needing a change to meet new users needs. Having that in mind all technologies used in

order to provide semi formal representation support scalability to at least some extent. This

allows whole applications to adapt to new requirements when it comes to more data, users

or multiple requests coming parallel from different users. Above mentioned and already

discussed multi user access will provide necessary simultaneous editing support of the parts

of the same model.

A cybersecurity posture describes the current state of protection of a system. It does not

only include the condition of IT infrastructure, but also the human behavior, practices and

processes.

They allow us to look at the big picture, to take so called holistic approach in order to

establish the likelihood of a breach. This is a far more realistic approach compared to

individualistic look at components, which can lead to incorrect and potentially wrong

conclusions. Therefore it is important to note that given the interactive representation of

assets (primary, secondary, and their connections) it is made possible to easier understand

the cybersecurity posture of a system.

The structural, semi-formal and interactively changeable representation of the secu-

rity artefacts will give us guidelines for possible attack scenarios, and allow us to easily

visualize them. That way risk assessments are much easier to perform, and the evaluation

of the current security posture is also achievable based on the observations made through

modelled representation of security assets. [Wh]
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